We present new subset scan methods for multivariate event detection in massive space-time datasets. We extend the recently proposed 'fast subset scan' framework from univariate to multivariate data, enabling computationally efficient detection of irregular space-time clusters even when the numbers of spatial locations and data streams are large. For two variants of the multivariate subset scan, we demonstrate that the scan statistic can be efficiently optimized over proximity-constrained subsets of locations and over all subsets of the monitored data streams, enabling timely detection of emerging events and accurate characterization of the affected locations and streams. Using our new fast search algorithms, we perform an empirical comparison of the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff multivariate subset scans on synthetic data and real-world disease surveillance tasks, demonstrating tradeoffs between the detection and characterization performance of the two methods.
Introduction
This work develops new subset scan methods and fast search algorithms for accurate and computationally efficient event detection in multivariate space-time data. Event detection is an important tool for public health, law enforcement, and other agencies responsible for the public good, enabling them to respond rapidly to potential threats including disease outbreaks, terrorist attacks, and natural disasters. In many of these applications, both early detection and accurate characterization of events are essential. For example, in disease surveillance, we wish to know whether an outbreak is occurring, what type of outbreak is present, and which areas have been infected, thus enabling a timely and effective public health response. Numerous methods have been developed for event detection in spatial and space-time data, including the spatial scan statistic [1] and many recently proposed variants and extensions. Typical spatial scan methods maximize a likelihood ratio statistic over a large set of space-time regions, identifying anomalous clusters that may correspond to emerging events.
In many applications, the timeliness and accuracy of event detection can be dramatically improved by integrating information from multiple data streams. In disease surveillance, early indicators of an emerging outbreak include data from hospital emergency departments, over-the-counter medication sales, school and work absenteeism, environmental sensors, and many others [2] . By combining data from multiple sources, or multiple streams of data from a single source (e.g., case counts for different disease symptoms), event detection methods can detect increasingly subtle signals that occur earlier in the progression of an outbreak [3] . Many recent variants of the spatial and space-time scan statistics have been proposed to incorporate multiple streams [4] [5] [6] [7] , but little work has been done to compare the effectiveness of these methods or to enable them to scale up to the increasingly large amounts of data available for detection tasks.
In this work, we present efficient search algorithms that enable us to scale up multivariate event surveillance to massive datasets in two distinct ways. First, our methods can be used to search over all proximity-constrained subsets of locations (thus including not only circular regions but also irregularly shaped regions) even when the number of locations is large. Previous work by Patil and Taillie [8] , Duczmal and Assuncao [9] , and others demonstrate that searching over irregular regions can dramatically improve the timeliness of event detection and can much more precisely pinpoint the spatial region affected by an event. Second, our methods can efficiently integrate information from many data streams, thus both enhancing detection power and providing more complete situational awareness by accurately characterizing the emerging events. Whereas complete characterization of an event such as a disease outbreak typically requires follow-up investigation by a domain expert, our methods can accurately identify the affected locations and the affected subset of the monitored data streams. As noted by Rolka et al. [10] , 'the growing availability of data streams for biosurveillance requires corresponding growth in methodologies to analyze them', and the ability to integrate information from many data streams has become increasingly important for the creation of surveillance systems, such as HealthMap [11] , which combine traditional health data with a continuously growing number of electronic media sources such as news reports, alert services, and patient self-reports.
In the multivariate event detection setting, we wish to optimize some measure of 'anomalousness' or 'interestingness', such as a spatial scan statistic, over subsets of the monitored locations and data streams, thus enabling us to detect emerging events, to characterize the affected streams, and to pinpoint the affected spatial region. This optimization task presents serious computational challenges: an exhaustive search over all subsets of the data is computationally infeasible, scaling exponentially with the numbers of locations and streams. Typical spatial scan methods either restrict the search space (e.g., searching over the much smaller set of circular regions) or perform an approximate heuristic search, resulting in reduced detection power and lower accuracy. However, Neill [12] demonstrated that many commonly used spatial and space-time scan statistics, including Kulldorff's original spatial scan [1] , satisfy a property ('linear-time subset scanning' or LTSS) that allows extremely efficient unconstrained optimization over all subsets of spatial locations. For scan statistics satisfying the LTSS property, we can find the optimal subset of locations by ordering the locations according to some 'priority' function and searching over groups consisting of the top-j highest-priority locations, requiring only a linear rather than exponential number of subsets to be evaluated. Spatial proximity constraints are also incorporated by performing separate efficient searches over the local neighborhood of each spatial location. However, extension of this 'fast subset scan' framework from univariate to multivariate detection is non-trivial, and different algorithmic approaches are necessary depending on whether we assume constant or independent risks across the monitored streams.
In the remainder of this paper, we present new fast search algorithms for the multivariate spatial and space-time scan statistics, enabling computationally efficient detection of irregularly shaped space-time clusters even when the numbers of spatial locations and data streams are large. We use these efficient algorithms to perform a detailed empirical comparison of two variants of the multivariate subset scan. One of these methods, which we call Subset Aggregation, is an extension of previous work by Burkom [4] , whereas the other approach was previously proposed by Kulldorff et al. [5] . We describe the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff methods in Section 2 and present fast, scalable algorithms for both methods in Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5, we compare the run time and accuracy of naive and fast algorithms for the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff methods, respectively. Sections 6 and 7 present a detailed empirical comparison of the two methods on synthetic data and on real-world disease outbreak detection tasks, respectively, demonstrating the inherent tradeoffs between detection power and characterization accuracy. For both methods, our experiments show that searching over proximity-constrained subsets of locations substantially improves detection power and spatial accuracy as compared with the traditional circular scan approach used in [1, 4, 5] and that our fast subset scan algorithms make this search over subsets computationally feasible for massive, multivariate datasets.
Multivariate event detection
In the multivariate event detection problem considered here, we monitor a set of data streams fd 1 : : : d M g over time at a common set of spatial locations fs 1 : : : s N g, with the goal of rapidly and accurately detecting emerging patterns. For each data stream d m and location s i , we are given a time series of observed real-valued counts c t i;m could represent the number of observed disease cases in a specific syndrome category d m , for a specific zip code s i , on a given day. For each stream d m and location s i , we first compute the time series of expected counts (or 'baselines') b t i;m using the historical data for that stream and location [13] and then compare actual and expected counts. Here we assume that a simple, 28-day moving average is used to compute baselines. We could also easily incorporate other methods of estimating the expected distribution of counts, such as using census populations or catchment areas, into our fast subset scan framework. We wish to detect any spatial region (set of nearby locations) where the recent counts for some subset of the monitored data streams are significantly higher than expected. In disease surveillance, this corresponds to an abnormally high incidence of disease cases in an area, which may indicate an emerging outbreak.
The spatial and space-time scan statistics are commonly used methods for event detection [1, 14] . They are in wide use for monitoring health data, with the goal of detecting clusters of disease cases due to chronic environmental exposures [15, 16] , infectious disease outbreaks [17] , or bioterrorist attacks [18] . These methods maximize a score function F .S/ over a large set of spatial regions S , each consisting of some subset of locations s i . Typical spatial scan methods constrain the size and shape of the spatial region S and perform an exhaustive search over all regions satisfying the given constraints. Kulldorff's original method [1] assumed circular, purely spatial search regions, but recent variants search for elongated [19, 20] or irregular shapes [8, 9, 21] and scan over time as an additional search dimension [22, 23] . Finally, an estimate of statistical significance for each region is computed by randomization testing, and any significant regions are reported to the user. Neill et al. [13] developed an expectation-based scan statistic that first computes the expected count b t i;m corresponding to each observed count c t i;m by time series analysis and then compares the actual and expected counts. This method adjusts for the spatial and temporal variability of the background data, significantly improving detection time.
Parametric scan statistics [1, 13, 18, 24] assume some parametric model (such as Poisson-distributed or Gaussian-distributed counts) and maximize the log-likelihood ratio statistic F .S/ over all regions S , where F .S/ D log
. The null hypothesis H 0 assumes no clusters (i.e., all counts are generated from the expected distribution), and the alternative hypothesis H 1 .S / assumes that counts in region S are increased by some multiplicative factor. Here we focus on the expectation-based Poisson (EBP) statistic [13] , discussed in detail in subsequent text, but we note that our fast subset scan approaches can be used to efficiently optimize any log-likelihood ratio statistic F .S/ that satisfies the LTSS property [12] . The EBP statistic differs slightly from Kulldorff's original Poisson spatial scan statistic [1] , which compares the ratios of count to baseline inside and outside region S . Neill [24] demonstrated that EBP has high detection power for both small and large affected regions, whereas Kulldorff's statistic has high detection power for small affected regions but low detection power for large affected regions [24] .
Many other variants of the spatial and space-time scan statistics have been proposed, such as the nonparametric [6] and Bayesian [7, 25, 26] scan statistics. These variants have some advantages over the parametric approaches: nonparametric scan statistics may increase detection power in cases where parametric assumptions are violated, for example, when combining multiple disparate data streams, and Bayesian scan statistics can model and differentiate between multiple event types. Nevertheless, we focus here on the parametric case, comparing two methods for combining multiple data streams and demonstrating how we can scale up each method to massive, multivariate spatial and space-time datasets.
Multivariate scan statistics
We now review the derivation of the EBP scan statistic, as applied to the multivariate space-time setting. For the EBP statistic, we assume each count c t i;m to be generated from a Poisson distribution with mean equal to the product of the expected count ( Here we consider two different methods for combining multiple data streams in the space-time setting. The first method, which we call Subset Aggregation, is an extension of an approach previously proposed by Burkom [4] . Burkom's approach is a simple, univariate aggregation of the multiple streams: the counts c t i;m and baselines b t i;m are aggregated across all of the monitored streams, and then the loglikelihood ratio score is computed from the aggregate count and baseline. Subset Aggregation extends this approach by maximizing the log-likelihood ratio statistic over all 2 M subsets of the M monitored data streams; for each subset of streams, we aggregate the counts and baselines for that subset of streams and compute the log-likelihood ratio score from the aggregate count and baseline. As shown subsequently, our Subset Aggregation method solves several of the problems inherent in extending Burkom's original approach: it is able to accurately characterize the affected subset of data streams and does not suffer from poor performance when the data sources are disparate in scale. The second method was previously proposed by Kulldorff et al. [5] . Kulldorff's multivariate scan statistic computes a separate log-likelihood ratio score for each data stream and then adds these scores across the monitored streams.
The Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff methods each make different assumptions on how the relative risks q Both methods assume that the data streams are conditionally independent given the relative risks q m . This assumption of conditional independence may not be true in practice but is commonly made for the univariate spatial scan (assuming conditional independence between locations), the space-time scan (assuming conditional independence between time steps), and the multivariate scan considered here. Given the relative risk q m for each data stream d m , we can write the EBP statistic as follows:
Typically, however, the values of the relative risks q m are unknown. For Kulldorff's method, we assume data streams to be affected independently, and thus we assume a different relative risk q m for each stream d m . Given the maximum likelihood estimates q m D max 1;
Á for the EBP statistic, we obtain the following:
For Subset Aggregation, on the other hand, we assume all data streams to be affected to the same extent, and thus we assume a single relative risk q across all affected data streams d m 2 D. In this case, the maximum likelihood estimate of q for the EBP statistic is q D 
Thus, for each subset of data streams D, we can reduce the Subset Aggregation scan statistic to a univariate space-time scan statistic applied to the aggregate counts and baselines for that subset of streams. However, we still consider Subset Aggregation (like Kulldorff's method) to be a multivariate subset scan method. It is the maximization of the score function F .D; S; W / over subsets of streams D that makes this method multivariate and allows it to identify the affected subset of streams. This is exactly analogous to the spatial scan, which maximizes a score function F .S/ over spatial regions S : each individual computation of F .S/ is a function of the aggregate count and baseline for that region and does not take spatial information into account, but it is the maximization of F .S/ over multiple spatial regions that makes it a 'spatial' scan.
Accelerating multivariate event detection
In the multivariate event detection problem considered here, our primary goal is to find the most anomalous space-time regions by maximizing the score function F .D; S; W / over subsets of data streams D Â fd 1 : : : d M g, subsets of spatial locations S Â fs 1 : : : s N g, and time durations W D 1 : : : W max . Identification of the highest-scoring subsets .D; S; W / enables us to determine whether any significant clusters are present by randomization testing and to characterize each significant cluster by identifying the affected spatial region, time duration, and subset of data streams. In this work, we perform an unconstrained optimization over subsets of data streams, whereas our optimization over subsets of locations incorporates spatial constraints such as size, shape, and proximity.
However, this problem formulation creates two serious computational challenges. First, because there are exponentially many subsets of streams to consider, O.2 M / for a multivariate dataset with M streams, an exhaustive search over all subsets of streams is computationally infeasible when the number of streams is large. Second, because there are exponentially many subsets of spatial locations, O.2 N / for a spatial dataset with N locations, an unconstrained search over subsets of locations is typically infeasible. As discussed in [12] , typical spatial scan methods either reduce the search space, considering only a polynomial number of subsets, or perform a heuristic search. For example, Kulldorff's original spatial scan [1] searches over only the O.N 2 / distinct circular regions centered at a location; other methods search over rectangles [19] , ellipses [20] , or cylinders [23] . Although such approaches reduce computational complexity, detection power tends to be low for patterns that do not correspond well to the subsets being searched. For example, a search over circles has high power to detect compact clusters but low power to detect elongated or irregular clusters. Heuristic search methods include [9] , which uses simulated annealing to search over the space of all connected clusters, and [27] , which uses a genetic algorithm to maximize a penalized likelihood ratio statistic. The disadvantage of these heuristic search methods is that they are not guaranteed to find a subset that is optimal (maximizes the score function) or even close to optimal. Other recently proposed methods for computationally efficient event detection, such as [19] and [28] , efficiently and optimally search over the space of O.N 4 / rectangular regions. However, neither of these methods can integrate information from many data streams or search over all proximity-constrained subsets of locations, as in the present work.
Thus, we develop new algorithms that find the highest-scoring subsets of locations and data streams without an exhaustive search. As we will show, these approaches enable efficient optimization of the EBP scan statistic for multivariate space-time data, even when the numbers of locations and streams are large. While we first consider the case of unconstrained optimization over subsets of locations and streams, we can easily incorporate spatial proximity constraints into our fast subset scan framework, and such constraints are essential to avoid detecting spatially dispersed sets of locations that would not be considered as 'clusters'. Thus, our results focus on the 'fast localized scan' described in the following text, incorporating spatial proximity constraints defined by the local neighborhood of each spatial location rather than on unconstrained optimization.
In previous work [12] , we defined the LTSS property and demonstrated that a large class of score functions satisfy this property, enabling each function to be efficiently optimized over the exponentially many subsets of the data without an exhaustive search. Intuitively, for a score function satisfying the LTSS property, we can find the highest-scoring subset of locations by first sorting the locations by priority and then considering only those subsets consisting of the top-j highest-priority locations. Formally, let fR 1 : : : R N g be a set of N data records, and let F .S/ be a set function mapping a subset of data records S Â fR 1 : : : R N g to a real number. We refer to F as a 'score function' and F .S/ as the 'score' of subset S . Also, let G.R i / be a function mapping a single data record R i to a real number. We refer to G as a 'priority function' and G.R i / as the 'priority' of data record R i . Next, we define R .j / , j D 1 : : : N , to be the j th highest-priority record, that is, the data record R i with the j th highest value of G.R i /. We can define the LTSS property as follows [12] :
Definition of LTSS For a given set of records fR 1 : : : R N g, the score function F .S/ and priority function G.R i / satisfy the LTSS property if and only if max SÂfR 1 :::R N g F .S/ D max j D1:::N F .fR .1/ : : : R .j / g/.
If the LTSS property holds, we can efficiently maximize F .S/ over all subsets of the data by evaluating only N of the 2 N possible subsets. If the records R 1 : : : R N are already sorted by priority, we can maximize F .S/ in O.N / time by stepping through the records in priority order and computing the score of each subset S D fR .1/ : : : R .j / g. Otherwise, we must first sort the records by priority, which requires O.N log N / time. In this work, we will make use of the following theorem [12] : . We can sort the locations by priority and then search over subsets consisting of the j highest-priority locations for j D 1 : : : N . The highest-scoring subset of locations, arg max S F .D; S; W /, is guaranteed to be among the subsets searched, thus reducing the computational complexity from O.2 N / to O.N log N /. In the next two subsections, we consider how we can extend LTSS to the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff multivariate subset scans, respectively. Each of these two methods has different properties, thus requiring the development of substantially different algorithms to make them computationally efficient and scalable for massive datasets. Although our discussion will focus on the EBP statistic, we note that we can easily extend these algorithms to other score functions satisfying the LTSS property, including the expectation-based Gaussian and exponential scan statistics [12] .
Three fast algorithms for the subset aggregation scan statistic
As shown in §2.1, we can express the Subset Aggregation scan statistic as F N CM / for a dataset with N locations and M streams. We denote this approach by NN, as it is 'naive' with respect to searching over subsets of locations and subsets of streams.
However, we can easily accelerate the Subset Aggregation scan statistic using the LTSS property defined earlier. First, for a fixed set of data streams D Â fd 1 : : : d M g and a fixed temporal window W , we can use LTSS to efficiently optimize over all subsets of locations. To see this, we rewrite the EBP statistic as
Á . This statistic satisfies LTSS, with priority
. We first compute the aggregates over all streams d m 2 D and all time steps t D 0 : : : W 1 for each location s i 2 S . We then compute the priority of each location, sort the locations by priority, and search over subsets consisting of the j highest-priority locations for each j D 1 : : : N . For the given data streams D and temporal window W , the highest-scoring subset of locations arg max S F .D; S; W / is guaranteed to be one of these N subsets, thus reducing the complexity from O.2 N / to O.N log N /. Similarly, for a fixed set of spatial locations S Â fs 1 : : : s N g and a fixed temporal window W , we can use LTSS to efficiently optimize over all subsets of data streams. In this case, we rewrite the EBP statistic as
This statistic satisfies LTSS, with priority function
. We first compute the aggregates over all locations s i 2 S and all time steps t D 0 : : : W 1 for each data stream d m 2 D. We then compute the priority of each stream, sort the streams by priority, and search over subsets consisting of the j highest-priority streams for each j D 1 : : : M . For the given spatial region S and temporal window W , the highest-scoring subset of streams arg max D F .D; S; W / is guaranteed to be one of these M subsets, thus reducing the computational complexity from O.
Given these two efficient optimization steps as building blocks, we now consider how to jointly maximize F .D; S; W / over all subsets of streams D, subsets of locations S , and temporal windows W . First, if the number of data streams is small, we can exhaustively search over all 2 M subsets of streams for each temporal window size W D 1 : : : W max . For each subset of streams and each temporal window, we efficiently optimize over all subsets of locations, as described earlier. This algorithm, which we denote by FN (for fast optimization over subsets of locations and naive optimization over subsets of streams), has a computational complexity of O.W max 2 M N log N /. Similarly, if the number of spatial locations is small, we can exhaustively search over all 2 N subsets of locations for each temporal window size W D 1 : : : W max . For each subset of locations and each temporal window, we efficiently optimize over all subsets of streams, as described earlier. This algorithm, which we denote by NF (for naive optimization over subsets of locations and fast optimization over subsets of streams), has a computational complexity of O.W max 2 N M log M /. If we consider only a smaller number of spatial regions, for example, searching over the O.N 2 / circular regions rather than searching over all O.2 N / subsets of locations, then the complexity of NF is reduced to O.W max N S M log M /, where N S is the total number of regions searched.
If the numbers of locations and streams are both large, we propose a third algorithm, which we denote by FF (for fast optimization over subsets of locations and subsets of streams). For each temporal window size W D 1 : : : W max , we begin by randomly choosing a subset of streams D Â fd 1 : : : d M g. We choose a value p uniformly at random between 0 and 1 and independently include each stream d m with probability p. We then iterate between two steps: efficiently optimizing over all subsets of locations for the current subset of streams and efficiently optimizing over all subsets of streams for the current subset of locations. In the first step, we set S D arg max SÂfs 1 :::s N g F .D; S; W / for the given D and W , and in the second step, we set D D arg max DÂfd 1 :::d M g F .D; S; W / for the given S and W . Both steps are guaranteed not to decrease the score F .D; S; W /, and the FF algorithm iterates between these two steps until it converges to a local maximum of the score function. At the local maximum, the subset of locations is conditionally optimal given the subset of streams, and the subset of streams is conditionally optimal given the subset of locations. However, unlike the NN, FN, and NF algorithms, this iterative ascent procedure does not guarantee convergence to the global maximum of the score function F .D; S; W /. Thus, FF performs multiple random restarts using different initial subsets of streams. Our experiments demonstrate that this procedure will converge to a near-optimal score with high probability. For a dataset with N locations and M streams, the resulting algorithm has a complexity of O.RZW max .NM C N log N C M log M //, where R is the number of random restarts and Z is the average number of iterations required for convergence. In this expression, the O.NM / term results from aggregating the counts and baselines over locations and streams, whereas the O.N log N / and O.M log M / terms result from sorting the locations and streams by priority, respectively.
We note that earlier efforts to find clusters using multiple data sources [4, 5] employed searches only over the space of circular regions rather than all proximity-constrained subsets of locations. Like FN, this method scales efficiently with the number of spatial locations, but we show in the following text that the limitation of the scan to circles results in reduced detection power for elongated or irregular Copyright N /. Reducing the complexity from exponential to linear in the number of locations is challenging because, although the score of each of the M data streams is a convex function of the aggregate count and baseline for that stream (and thus satisfies the LTSS property), the sum of these M scores cannot be expressed as a function of two additive sufficient statistics and thus is not guaranteed to satisfy LTSS.
Our solution is to condition on the relative risk q m for each data stream d m . As shown in §2.1, we can write
For a given subset of streams D and a given temporal window size W , we can write
Thus, for given values of q 1 : : : q M and for a given temporal window W , we can easily compute the highest-scoring subset of locations arg max S F .D; S; W / by including all locations s i for which G.s i / is positive. We can also easily compute the maximum likelihood values of q 1 : : : q M for a given subset of locations S and temporal window W : we set q m D
Thus, we propose the following 'fast Kulldorff' (FK) algorithm. For each temporal window size W D 1 : : : W max , we begin by randomly initializing the values of the relative risks q m , m D 1 : : : M . We choose a value p uniformly at random between 0 and 1 and independently include each stream with probability p. For included streams, q m was set to exp.x m /, where x m UniformOE0; 2, and for excluded streams, q m was set to 1. We then compute the subset of locations S Â fs 1 : : : s N g that maximizes F .D; S; W j fq m g/ and recompute the corresponding relative risks q 1 : : : q M for region S by maximum likelihood estimation, as described earlier. The FK algorithm repeats these two steps, maximizing over subsets of locations for the current relative risk values and maximizing over relative risks for the current subset of locations, until it converges to a local maximum of the score function. At the local maximum, the subset of locations S is conditionally optimal given the relative risks fq m g, and the relative risks are conditionally optimal given the subset of locations. However, unlike the NK algorithm, this iterative ascent procedure does not guarantee that a global maximum of the score function F .D; S; W / will be obtained, and thus FK performs multiple random restarts with different initial values of the relative risks. As we discuss in the following text, our experiments demonstrate that this procedure will converge to a near-optimal score with high probability. We also note that, whereas a separate optimization of F .D; S; W / must be performed for each temporal window size W D 1 : : : W max , we need only to perform a single optimization for all data streams D D fd 1 : : : d M g and then report all streams with positive scores, as described earlier. For a dataset with N locations and M streams, the resulting algorithm has a complexity of O.RZW max NM /, where R is the number of random restarts and Z is the average number of iterations required for convergence.
As for the Subset Aggregation method in the preceding text, we note that the version of the multivariate scan statistic originally proposed by Kulldorff et al. [5] searches only over the space of circular regions rather than all proximity-constrained subsets of locations. Like FK, this method scales efficiently with the number of spatial locations and the number of monitored data streams, but we show in the following text that the limitation of the scan to circles results in reduced detection power.
Incorporating spatial constraints
Whereas these results demonstrate the potential of LTSS to enable efficient unconstrained maximization of the score function for multivariate spatial and space-time data, we note that an unconstrained search over subsets is typically not sufficient to solve practical spatial detection problems, as it does not take the spatial proximity of locations into consideration and thus the highest-scoring 'region' may consist of a spatially dispersed set of locations. Optimizing over all 2 N subsets of locations without additional constraints may also increase the number of false positives (or equivalently, reduce detection power for a fixed false positive rate) because of the large number of hypotheses being tested. Our solution is the 'fast localized scan' approach first described in [12] k / subsets of locations. Assuming that the k locations are already sorted by priority, we need only to evaluate the subsets consisting of the j highest-priority locations, for j D 1 : : : k. This gives a total complexity of O.W max 2 M .N kCN log N // for the FN algorithm. In this expression, the O.N log N / term results from sorting the locations by priority; the locations must be sorted only once for each temporal window W and each subset of streams D under consideration. For the FF algorithm, we have a total complexity of O.RZW max N.kM C k log k C M log M //, where R is the number of random restarts and Z is the average number of iterations per restart. For a given neighborhood of size k, the O.kM / term results from aggregating counts and baselines, the O.k log k/ term results from sorting locations by priority, and the O.M log M / term results from sorting streams by priority. Finally, for the FK algorithm, we have a total complexity of O.RZW max N kM /.
We note that the fast localized scan is very similar to the flexible spatial scan statistic (FlexScan) proposed by Tango and Takahashi [21] , in that it searches over subsets of neighborhoods defined by a center location and its k 1 nearest neighbors. However, as we demonstrate in [12] , the runtime of FlexScan scales exponentially with k, making it computationally infeasible for k > 30, whereas fast localized scan scales linearly with k, thus enabling efficient computation even when k is very large. Because FlexScan does not scale to the large numbers of locations and data streams described here, we do not include this method in our evaluation results presented subsequently. Another difference between the two methods is that fast localized scan can return a disconnected region if it satisfies the proximity constraints, whereas FlexScan requires the resulting region to be connected. Enforcing connectivity may be preferable in some problem settings, whereas in other cases proximity may be sufficient.
We also note the similarity between the univariate version of our fast subset scan approach and the upper level set (ULS) scan statistic proposed by Patil and Taillie [8] , which has been widely applied to graph and network data. The ULS approach prioritizes the set of spatial locations by the ratio of count to baseline and considers the top-j highest-priority locations for each j D 1 : : : N . Rather than considering the subset consisting of all j locations, however, ULS enforces a connectivity constraint, considering the connected components of the subgraph formed by the top-j locations for each j . Thus, for a fully connected graph, ULS reduces to the unconstrained fast subset scan approach. However, fast subset scan is much more general than ULS: it is applicable for optimization of a large class of score functions, including both parametric and nonparametric scan statistics, and can incorporate a variety of constraints, such as spatial proximity or graph connectivity [12] . Most importantly, the LTSS property can be extended to enable efficient computation of multivariate space-time scan statistics, whereas ULS assumes univariate, purely spatial data. Finally, as shown in [12] , ULS is not guaranteed to compute the highest-scoring connected cluster in the univariate setting, whereas fast subset scan can efficiently find the exact solution to constrained and unconstrained subset scan problems without an exhaustive search.
Comparison of fast and naive algorithms for subset aggregation
We now compare the run time and accuracy for the Subset Aggregation scan statistic using the four algorithms described earlier: NN (naive search over locations and streams), FN (fast search over locations and naive search over streams), NF (naive search over locations and fast search over streams), and FF (fast search over locations and streams). For each algorithm, we considered the EBP statistic with maximum temporal window size W max D 1. We compared the run time of the fast localized scan (searching over proximity-constrained subsets of locations and all subsets of streams) as a function of the neighborhood size k and the number of monitored data streams M . Each method was run on 647 days of emergency department (ED) data from N D 97 Allegheny County zip codes; this dataset is described in §7.1. Figures 1 and 2 compare the total run times of the FN, NF, and NN methods for the 647 days of data, performing a separate optimization over subsets of locations and streams for each day. As noted earlier, all three methods are guaranteed to find the highest-scoring subset of locations and streams. The run time of the NN method scaled exponentially with the neighborhood size k and number of data streams M . The run time of FN scaled linearly with k and exponentially with M , and the run time of NF scaled exponentially with k and linearly with M . Figure 1 compares the run times of FN and NN for M D 8 data streams, as a function of the neighborhood size k: FN required less than 0.73 s per day of data for all neighborhood sizes, whereas NN was computationally infeasible for all k > 20. The FN method enables fast, exact computation of the highest-scoring subset of locations and streams if the number of data streams is small, whereas the NF method enables efficient computation if the neighborhood size is small. If the neighborhood size and number of streams are both large, we must use the FF method. However, as noted earlier, FF converges to a conditional rather than global maximum of the score function F .D; S; W / and thus is not guaranteed to find the highest-scoring subset of locations and streams. We define the approximation ratio as the largest value p such that the approximate method (FF) achieves a score within .100 p/% of the global maximum score (computed by FN, NF, or NN) at least p% of the time. For example, an approximation ratio of 95% would signify that FF achieves a score within 5% of the global maximum with 95% probability. We can easily compute the approximation ratio by first calculating the ratio of the maximum score computed by FF to the maximum score computed by FN, NF, or NN on each run, sorting these ratios, and stepping through the sorted list to find the maximum value of p. Table I shows the speedup in run time and the approximation ratio of FF as compared with the three exact algorithms (FN, NF, and NN) , as a function of the neighborhood size k and the number of monitored data streams M , using the 647 days of ED data and performing a separate optimization over subsets of locations and streams for each day. We used R D 50 random restarts for the FF algorithm. 
Comparison of fast and naive algorithms for Kulldorff's method
We now compare the run time and accuracy of the fast (FK) and naive (NK) algorithms for Kulldorff's multivariate scan statistic. Figure 3 shows the run times of FK and NK for monitoring eight streams of ED data; total run times for 647 days of data are shown. As in the previous section, we considered the EBP statistic with a maximum temporal window size of W max D 1. We compared the run time of the fast localized scan (searching over proximity-constrained subsets of locations and all subsets of streams) as a function of the neighborhood size k and the number of monitored data streams M . R D 50 random restarts were used for the FK algorithm. As expected, the run times of both NK and FK scaled linearly with the number of data streams M . However, as we can see from Figure 3 , the run time of NK scaled exponentially with the neighborhood size k, whereas the run time of FK scaled linearly with k. For eight streams, the run time of NK was 97 s per day of data at k D 20, 28 h per day of data at k D 30, and approximately 3300 years per day of data at k D 50, whereas the run time of FK was less than 1.72 s per day of data for all neighborhood sizes. As noted earlier, however, FK converges to a conditional rather than global maximum of the score function F .D; S; W / and thus is not guaranteed to find the highest-scoring subsets of locations and data streams, whereas NK is guaranteed to find the global maximum. Table II The approximation ratio of FK remained approximately constant with varying neighborhood size and number of streams and remained above 93% for all cases tested, demonstrating that FK is able to find a near-optimal region with high probability. Finally, we found that the average number of iterations Z for the FK algorithm increased logarithmically with the neighborhood size k and number of streams M , up to a maximum of Z D 4:55 for k D 90 and M D 16.
Comparison of subset aggregation and Kulldorff methods on synthetic data
We now compare the power and spatial accuracy of the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff multivariate subset scans on synthetic, purely spatial data, assuming N D 256 spatial locations mapped to a 16 16 grid. Our first set of simulations considered M D 2 monitored data streams, and our second set of simulations considered M D 8 monitored data streams for each spatial location. Synthetic datasets were created by drawing each count c i;m from a normal distribution with mean 100 and standard deviation 10 and setting each baseline b i;m to 100. Synthetic events were added to the data by incrementing the counts c i;m for 13 locations: a 'center' location s i and all other locations with L 1 distance d 6 2 from the center location. For a given data stream, each affected count was increased by an identical amount x m . For our first set of experiments, with M D 2 data streams, we fixed x 1 D 10 and varied x 2 from 0 to 15. For our second set of experiments, with M D 8 data streams, we varied the number of 'affected' data streams between 1 and 8, setting x m D 8 for affected streams and x m D 0 for unaffected streams.
Finally, we conducted a third set of experiments with M D 2 to examine the effects of disparities in the scale of the data streams on the performance of each method. For example, in the public health domain, we might wish to monitor over-the-counter medication sales and ED visits, where the average daily count for over-the-counter medication sales would be much higher than the corresponding number of ED visits. For these experiments, we generated synthetic bivariate data where the first data stream had b i;m D 2500 and c i;m N.2500; 50/, and the second data stream had b i;m D 100 and c i;m N.100; 10/. We assumed that a signal was present only in the second stream, fixing x 1 D 0 and varying x 2 between 0 and 15. We hypothesized that a simple univariate aggregation of the two data streams would perform poorly, as the signal in the second stream would be overwhelmed by the noise in the first stream. Thus, we compared the performance of the multivariate scans with a univariate aggregation method, which monitors the sum of counts aggregated across the two monitored streams, as well as the performance of a univariate scan that only monitored the single affected stream. For each of the preceding experiments, we generated 10,000 'background' datasets (with no injected counts) and 10,000 'inject' datasets. We then compared the methods using two criteria: detection power and spatial accuracy. We evaluated detection power by computing the proportion of inject datasets that had scores F D max F .D; S; W / higher than 95% of the 10,000 background datasets and thus would have been detected assuming an allowable false positive rate of 5%. We evaluated spatial accuracy by computing the average overlap coefficient between the true set of 13 affected locations S T and the set of detected locations S D arg max S F .D; S; W /: Overlap D
. For both the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff methods, we used the EBP statistic and searched over the set of circular regions (assuming an L 1 distance metric on the grid). We note that the affected set of locations corresponded exactly to one of the circular regions being searched. Thus, we did not consider searching over subsets of locations but did search over subsets of streams by using the NK algorithm for Kulldorff's method and the NF algorithm for Subset Aggregation.
We show our results for the first set of experiments (assuming M D 2, x 1 D 10, and x 2 D 0 : : : 15) in Figure 4 . As we can see from the figure, the detection power and spatial accuracy of the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff methods were similar and improved with an increasing number of injected cases x 2 . For most values of x 2 , Kulldorff's method outperformed Subset Aggregation by a small amount with respect to both power and spatial accuracy: power was significantly improved (p < 0:05) for x 2 values between 3 and 8, and spatial accuracy was significantly improved (p < 0:05) for x 2 values between 3 and 6.
Thus, our results suggest that Kulldorff's method can improve detection power and spatial accuracy when the effects of an event vary across the different data streams. In Figure 5 , we can see one possible reason for these differences in performance: Kulldorff's method detects both data streams much more frequently than Subset Aggregation. When x 2 is small, Subset Aggregation often fails to detect Our results for the second set of experiments, in which only a subset of the eight monitored data streams were affected, also demonstrate substantial differences between the two methods. Subset Aggregation tended to detect the affected streams with high probability and report the unaffected streams with low probability, whereas Kulldorff's method tended to report both affected and unaffected streams, as shown in Figure 6 . However, there were no significant differences in detection power or spatial accuracy between the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff methods for this set of experiments.
We show our results for the third set of experiments, assuming two data streams of disparate scale, in Figure 7 . As expected, a simple univariate aggregation of the monitored streams [4] is overwhelmed by the noise in the higher-count stream, resulting in low detection power and spatial accuracy. Whereas a univariate approach monitoring only the second stream demonstrated high detection power and accuracy, this approach would have no power to detect signals occurring in the first stream. However, both the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff multivariate subset scans were also able to achieve high detection power and accuracy, with no significant differences in performance between the two methods.
Comparison of subset aggregation and Kulldorff methods for outbreak detection
We now present an empirical comparison of detection time and spatial accuracy for the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff multivariate subset scans, using a large set of simulated disease outbreaks injected into 16 streams of real-world ED data from Allegheny County, Pennsylvania. For each method, we compared the fast localized scan approach (searching over proximity-constrained subsets of locations) and the circular scan (searching over the set of overlapping circular regions of varying radius centered at each spatial location). In each case, we used the EBP space-time scan statistic, with a maximum temporal window size of W max D 3. On the basis of the results in §4, we used our fast FF algorithm (with R D 50 random restarts) for the Subset Aggregation scan statistic when k > 8 and M > 8.
Otherwise, we used our FN algorithm if k > M or our NF algorithm if k 6 M . On the basis of the results in §5, we used our fast FK algorithm (with R D 50 random restarts) for Kulldorff's multivariate scan statistic when k > 11 and the naive NK algorithm otherwise. We now describe the data, outbreak simulations, evaluation metrics, and results in detail.
Description of emergency department data
We . We note that the random assignment of inject cases to zip codes is performed separately for each stream, conditioned on the affected region. This can result in a given zip code receiving a non-zero number of injected cases for some data streams and zero cases for other streams. We considered 10 differently shaped outbreak regions S inject , including approximately equal numbers of circular, elongated, and irregular regions, as shown in Figure 8 . For each outbreak region, we created 100 different, randomly generated outbreaks, giving a total of 1000 outbreaks for evaluation. We assumed all outbreaks to be 2 weeks in duration (T D 14) . The values of m for each stream d m were chosen such that the total number of cases for each stream would be increased by one standard deviation on day 7 of the outbreak and two standard deviations on day 14. We performed seven sets of experiments using these synthetic outbreaks: four experiments in which all monitored streams were affected and three experiments in which only a randomly chosen subset of streams were affected; that is, no counts were injected into the unaffected streams. For the first four experiments, we considered M D 2, 4, 8, and 16 monitored data streams. For the last three experiments, we considered M D 8 data streams, with 1, 2, and 4 affected streams.
We note that simulation of outbreaks is an active area of ongoing research in biosurveillance. The creation of realistic outbreak scenarios is important because of the difficulty of obtaining sufficient labeled data from real outbreaks but is also very challenging. Highly detailed outbreak simulations such as those of Wallstrom et al. [30] and Hogan et al. [31] combine disease trends observed from past outbreaks with information about the current background data into which the outbreak is being injected as well as allow the user to adjust parameters such as outbreak duration and severity. Although the simple linear outbreak model that we use here is not a realistic model of the temporal progression of an outbreak, it enables precise comparison of the detection power of different methods, gradually increasing the severity of the outbreak until it is detected. As our evaluation did not compare different maximum temporal window sizes (we assumed W max D 3 for all methods), we expect the relative ordering of the methods' detection power to be similar for more realistic outbreak scenarios. However, the absolute differences in detection time will be highly dependent on how quickly the number of outbreak cases 'ramps up' over time: a large difference in power may only result in small differences in detection time if the number of outbreak cases grows quickly, whereas a small difference in power may result in large differences in detection time if the outbreak peaks at a level which is barely detectable by one method and undetectable by the other.
On the basis of these considerations, we rely primarily on the linear outbreak model to compare detection power but present additional evaluation results for one potentially realistic scenario, an increase in respiratory and fever ED cases resulting from an airborne release of anthrax spores. We generated a total of 82 simulated anthrax attacks, using the detailed, realistic simulation model described in [31] , and injected these into the Allegheny County ED data. Each simulation generated between 33 and 1324 cases in total (mean D 429:2, median D 430) over a 10-day outbreak period. For these simulations, we assumed all methods to monitor eight data streams including the two affected streams. Thus, our Figure 8 . Ten simulated outbreak regions used in our semi-synthetic tests. Note that outbreak region #3 consists of two disjoint, circular clusters; outbreak region #1 is the northwest cluster only, and outbreak region #2 is the southeast cluster only.
scenario represents the case of general, day-to-day public health monitoring as opposed to a targeted system for anthrax attack detection.
Comparison of detection power
We first computed each method's proportion of outbreaks detected and average number of days to detect, as a function of the allowable false positive rate, for each of the seven experiments with linearly increasing outbreaks. To do this, we computed the maximum region score F D max D;S;W F .D; S; W / for each day of the original dataset with no outbreaks injected. Then for each of the 1000 injected outbreaks, we computed the maximum region score for each outbreak day and determined what proportion of the days for the original dataset have higher scores. Assuming that the original dataset contains no outbreaks, this is the proportion of false positives that we would have to accept in order to have detected the outbreak on day t . For a fixed false positive rate r, the 'days to detect' for a given outbreak is computed as the first outbreak day (t D 1 : : : 14) with proportion of false positives less than r. If no day of the outbreak has proportion of false positives less than r, the method has failed to detect that outbreak: for the purposes of our 'days to detect' calculation, these are counted as 14 days to detect, but could also be penalized further. Figure 9 compares the timeliness of outbreak detection (average days to detect) between the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff multivariate subset scans, assuming a fixed false positive rate of one false positive per month. For each method, we considered the fast localized scan with neighborhood sizes k ranging from 5 to 90 as well as the circular scan. As we can see from the figure, both fast localized scan methods achieved significantly faster detection than the two circular scan methods for well-chosen values of k. We note that choosing the optimal neighborhood size is a challenging open problem; however, fast localized scan outperforms circular scan for a wide range of k values and thus can be considered relatively robust to the choice of neighborhood size. In our experiments, detection performance was typically optimized at k D 10 or k D 15. For the most difficult cases, in which only one or two of the eight monitored data streams were affected, fast localized scan achieved a 1. These results are also apparent in Figure 10 , in which we compare the activity monitoring operating curves (AMOCs) [32] for the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff methods, using the fast localized scan with k D 15 and the circular scan. Each AMOC shows the average detection time for the given method, for false positive rates ranging from 0 to 24 false positives per year. For M D 2 data streams, we see a clear ordering of methods, in which Kulldorff's fast localized scan detects fastest, followed by the Subset Aggregation fast localized scan, and the Subset Aggregation circular scan detects the slowest. For larger values of M and for the cases where only a subset of data streams are affected, the two fast localized scan methods achieve significantly faster detection than the two circular scan methods, but the AMOCs of the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff methods are similar. Finally, we compare the AMOC curves for the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff methods, using the fast localized scan with k D 15 and the circular scan, on the 82 simulated anthrax attacks. As shown in Figure 11 , the fast localized scan methods achieved consistently and significantly lower time to detect than the corresponding circular scan methods. At a fixed false positive rate of one false positive per month, we observe improvements in detection time of 0.4 and 0.3 days for Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff's method, respectively. We note that the absolute improvements in detection time were smaller for the simulated anthrax attacks as compared with the linearly increasing outbreaks because the number of injected cases ramped up more quickly and all methods had lower average time to detect. We observed no significant differences in detection time between Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff's method. Thus, our experiments demonstrate two main results: small improvements in detection power for Kulldorff's method as compared with Subset Aggregation in some outbreak scenarios, and consistently large improvements in detection power for fast localized scans as compared with the traditional circular scan approach.
Comparison of spatial accuracy
In addition to the comparison of detection times described earlier, we also computed the average spatial accuracy (degree of overlap between true and detected clusters) for each method for each outbreak day. We averaged results over all outbreaks for each of the experiments discussed earlier.
Letting S represent the detected region S D arg max S F .D; S; W / and S T represent the true inject region (the subset of locations for which simulated cases were actually injected), we define the spatial overlap coefficient as: Overlap D
, where w i is the weight of location s i . Each weight w i was set proportional to the total number of disease cases observed in that location, which can also be thought of as a proxy for the at-risk population; thus, our measure emphasizes a method's ability to detect locations with a larger case count (e.g., more densely populated zip codes). The overlap coefficient can vary between 0 and 1, with Overlap D 1 if S D S T and Overlap D 0 if S and S T are disjoint.
For the seven experiments with linearly increasing outbreaks, Figure 12 compares the spatial overlap coefficients for the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff multivariate subset scans at the midpoint of the outbreak. For each method, we considered the fast localized scan with neighborhood sizes k ranging from 5 to 90, as well as the circular scan. As we can see from the figure, both fast localized scan methods achieved significantly higher spatial accuracy than the two circular scan methods for wellchosen values of k. For M D 16 data streams, fast localized scans with k D 15 achieved overlap coefficients of 83%, as compared with 70% for the circular scans. For smaller numbers of affected data streams and for suboptimal values of k, the improvements were smaller, and in the most difficult case (where only one of the eight monitored data streams was affected), the overlap coefficients of the fast localized scans were 2% lower than the circular scans. There were no significant differences in spatial accuracy between the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff circular scans. Similarly, for fast localized scan, we observed only small differences in performance: Kulldorff's method achieved 1-1.5% higher accuracy than Subset Aggregation for low values of k and small numbers of affected data streams, whereas Subset Aggregation achieved 0.5-1% higher accuracy than Kulldorff's method for high values of k and large numbers of affected data streams. Figure 13 compares the spatial overlap coefficients of the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff methods over the entire duration of the outbreak for fast localized scans with k D 15 and circular scans. As we can see from the figure, all methods performed similarly when one or two data streams were affected, whereas for four or more affected data streams, the two fast localized scans outperformed the two circular scans starting from the fourth outbreak day.
Finally, Figure 14 compares the spatial accuracy of the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff methods for the 82 simulated anthrax attacks. For each method, we considered the fast localized scan with neighborhood sizes k ranging from 5 to 90, as well as the circular scan, and computed the spatial overlap coefficient at the midpoint of the outbreak. We observe that, for both Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff's method, the fast localized scan achieved significantly higher accuracy than the circular scan for all neighborhood sizes k > 15. Kulldorff's method achieved slightly higher accuracy than Subset Aggregation, but for most values of k these differences were not significant. These results suggest that, while there are no major differences in spatial accuracy between the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff multivariate subset scans, both methods can achieve substantially increased accuracy by searching over proximity-constrained subsets rather than circles, using our fast multivariate scan approaches. 
Comparison of stream detection accuracy
For each of the four experiments with eight monitored data streams and varying numbers of affected streams, we evaluated how well each method was able to correctly identify the affected subset of streams. We computed the average overlap coefficient between the true and detected sets of streams for each method for each outbreak day (t D Figure 15 compares the stream overlap coefficients for the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff multivariate subset scans at the midpoint of the outbreak. As we can see from the figure, Subset Aggregation achieved significantly (11-17%) higher stream detection accuracy than Kulldorff's method for the cases of one, two, and four affected data streams; because Kulldorff's method tends to report more data streams than Subset Aggregation does, it had slightly higher accuracy for the trivial case where all eight data streams were affected. The neighborhood size k did not substantially affect stream detection accuracy for either method, although accuracy was slightly decreased for very small values of k. In Figure 16 , we considered fast localized scans with a neighborhood size of k D 15, comparing the stream overlap coefficients of the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff methods over the entire duration of the outbreak. When only a subset of streams were affected, Subset Aggregation achieved significant improvements in stream detection accuracy starting from the fourth or fifth outbreak day. Similarly, Subset Aggregation achieved significant improvements in stream detection accuracy as compared with Kulldorff's method for the 82 simulated anthrax attacks, as shown in Figure 17 . The primary reason for these differences in accuracy, as discussed earlier, was that Kulldorff's method tended to report both affected and unaffected data streams, whereas Subset Aggregation was better able to discriminate affected from unaffected streams. 
Conclusions
This paper has presented several contributions to the literature on multivariate event detection. First, we proposed efficient algorithms to identify the highest-scoring subsets of locations and data streams in multivariate space-time data, thus making multivariate spatial scan statistics computationally feasible for detecting irregularly shaped space-time clusters in massive, high-dimensional datasets. These algorithms extend our previously proposed 'fast subset scan' framework [12] from univariate to multivariate space-time data, exploiting the 'LTSS' property of many commonly used scan statistics in order to optimize over the exponentially many subsets of the data while only evaluating a linear number of subsets.
In this work, we considered two variants of the multivariate subset scan: Subset Aggregation, which assumes a constant risk across the subset of affected data streams, and Kulldorff's multivariate scan [5] , which assumes independent risks for each stream. Subset Aggregation aggregates counts and baselines across subsets of streams and then applies the univariate log-likelihood ratio statistic to these aggregates, whereas Kulldorff's method computes a separate log-likelihood ratio statistic for each data stream and then adds scores across streams. As a result, we need different algorithms to make each method computationally efficient and scalable. In this work, we developed fast algorithms for both Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff methods, making both approaches computationally feasible for optimization over many locations and many data streams. For Subset Aggregation, our FF algorithm iterates between optimizing over subsets of locations and subsets of streams, whereas for Kulldorff's method, our FK algorithm iterates between optimizing over subsets of locations and estimating the underlying risk for each data stream. We also proposed two additional fast algorithms for Subset Aggregation, FN (for datasets with a small number of streams) and NF (for datasets with a small number of locations), and we performed an empirical comparison of fast and naive algorithms for both Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff methods. As in the univariate case, we can easily incorporate spatial proximity constraints into our fast subset scan framework, efficiently maximizing the log-likelihood ratio statistic over spatial clusters of nearby locations as well as subsets of data streams. We used our fast search algorithms to enable a detailed comparison of the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff multivariate subset scans for synthetic and real-world disease surveillance datasets. For both methods, we compared our 'fast localized scan' approach (searching over all subsets of locations constrained by spatial proximity) to the traditional spatial scan approach (searching over circular regions). We demonstrated that the fast localized scan significantly improved detection power and spatial accuracy for both Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff methods while maintaining efficient and scalable computation. These empirical results show the efficacy of our fast multivariate subset scan approach (scanning over proximity-constrained subsets) as compared with the traditional, circular scan.
Comparing the Subset Aggregation and Kulldorff methods, we demonstrated that Kulldorff's method tends to achieve somewhat higher detection power and spatial accuracy when data streams are affected to differing extents. However, when only a subset of streams are affected, Subset Aggregation more accurately characterizes events by identifying the affected subset of streams. Thus, Kulldorff's method may be preferable when event detection is the primary goal, whereas Subset Aggregation may be preferable when event characterization is paramount. Our fast, scalable algorithms enable either method to be effectively applied to massive, high-dimensional datasets.
Our future work will extend the fast multivariate subset scan framework in several directions. First, LTSS can be used to accelerate spatial scans with other constraints, including shape and connectivity. In each case, we have integrated LTSS into a 'branch and bound' framework, using the unconstrained 'all subsets' score of a group of locations as an upper bound on the constrained score and ruling out many subsets of locations that are probably suboptimal. Our recently proposed GraphScan algorithm [33] enables efficient maximization of scan statistics over all connected subsets for graphs of over 100 nodes, and the techniques described here can be used to extend GraphScan from univariate to multivariate datasets. Second, our FF algorithm for the Subset Aggregation scan statistic can be thought of as an optimization over subsets of a matrix (second-order tensor), where the two tensor modes represent spatial locations and data streams, respectively, and we wish to identify an optimal subset for each mode. We can generalize FF to higher-order tensors as well: for example, given the observed and expected counts of disease cases for each symptom type d m in each spatial location s i for each of multiple demographic groups, we could simultaneously optimize over subsets of symptoms, proximity-constrained subsets of locations, and subsets of demographic groups, thus more precisely identifying the affected subpopulations. Finally, we have extended LTSS to non-spatial datasets, where we have a set of attributes for each data record, and wish to detect self-similar groups of records that have anomalous values for some subset of attributes. We have recently proposed the 'fast generalized subset scan' algorithm [34] . Fast generalized subset scan learns the structure and parameters of a Bayesian network from the data, computes empirical p-values corresponding to each attribute value, and efficiently maximizes a nonparametric scan statistic [6] over all subsets of records and attributes, subject to the constraints on group self-similarity.
